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Olaf's Kitchen: A Master Chef Shares His PassionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	"Whether he's cooking for the British Royal family or whipping up a casual dinner,it's the same every time: exquisite meals, stunningly presented." - Josh Sleeman


	"Chef Olaf is a bright light in the world of food - a culinary commando dedicated to the pursuit of excellence." - Anna...
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Chemokines and Viral Infection (Current Topics in Microbiology and Immunology)Springer, 2006

	Chemokines represent a family of over 40 small proteins that, for the most part, are secreted into the environment and function by binding to G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) that are expressed on numerous different cell types. When initially identified close to 30 years ago, these molecules were associated with various human inflammatory...
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Digital ControlJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	Digital control systems are becoming increasingly prevalent and important within industry. In recent years significant progress has been made in their analysis and design – particularly within the areas of microprocessors and digital signal processors. The traditional approach to teaching digital control assumes an understanding of...
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Mastering Entity FrameworkPackt Publishing, 2015

	Effortlessly produce data-driven applications for .NET to address the competing demands of data storage and data modeling with Entity Framework


	About This Book

	
		Understand everything that requires to effectively start developing and managing data driven applications using Entity Framework.
	...
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The Real Business of Web DesignAllworth Press, 2004
The Real Business of Web Design reviews how the Internet became an integral part of our culture and provides a broad framework of specific tools for improving Web initiatives in any business. The author’s analysis of information as currency, the pitfalls of acronyms, the perils of "tech-talk," and the value of abundance helps make...
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Path Integrals and Quantum Anomalies (The International Series of Monographs on Physics)Oxford University Press, 2004
`Definitely a book that will fill a need at the graduate and research level.  '  Ian Aitchison, University of Oxford

`An excellent addition to the literature by one of the pioneers in understanding anomalies.  '  Roman Jackiw, Massachusetts Institute of Technology     

       The Feynman path integrals are becoming...
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Partial Differential Equations: Vol. 1 Foundations and Integral Representations (Universitext)Springer, 2006
From the reviews:
"Friedrich Sauvigny's remarkable two-volume opus constitutes the author's attempt to treat the beautiful and difficult subject of PDEs in a thorough and instructive way. is a fine place to learn PDEs with the goal of doing serious work in the field. Friedrich Sauvigny's scholarship is exemplary and thorough; at the same...
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Oracle BAM 11gR1 HandbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	An integral component of Oracle SOA and BPM Suite, Oracle BAM Business

	Activity Monitoring (BAM) ultimately empowers business executives to react

	quickly to the changing business situations. BAM enables business service and

	process monitoring through real-time data streaming and operational reports,

	and this book helps you to...
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Introduction to Probability and StatisticsDuxbury Press, 2008


	Every time you pick up a newspaper or a magazine, watch TV, or surf the Internet, you

	encounter statistics. Every time you fill out a questionnaire, register at an online website,

	or pass your grocery rewards card through an electronic scanner, your personal

	information becomes part of a database containing your personal...
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Well-Posed Linear Systems (Encyclopedia of Mathematics and its Applications)Cambridge University Press, 2005
This main purpose of this book is to present the basic theory of well-posed
linear systems in a form which makes it available to a larger audience, thereby
opening up the possibility of applying it to a wider range of problems. Up to
now the theory has existed in a distributed form, scattered between different
papers with...
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On the Shoulders of Giants: A Course in Single Variable CalculusUniversity of New South Wales, 2002

	This book presents an innovative treatment of single variable calculus designed as an introductory mathematics textbook for engineering and science students. The subject material is developed by modelling physical problems, some of which would normally be encountered by students as experiments in a first year physics course. The solutions of...
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Pattern Recognition, Third EditionAcademic Press, 2006
A classic -- offering comprehensive and unified coverage with a balance between theory and practice!

Pattern recognition is integral to a wide spectrum of scientific disciplines and technologies including image analysis, speech recognition and audio classification, communications, computer-aided diagnosis, data mining. The authors,...
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